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Abstract

INTRODUCTION
The Dual-Axis Radiography for Hydrodynamic Testing
(DARHT) facility produces flash radiographs of explosive
hydrodynamic experiments. Two linear induction
accelerators (LIAs) make the bremsstrahlung radiographic
source spots for orthogonal views of each test. The 2-kA,
20-MeV Axis-I LIA creates a single 60-ns radiography
pulse. The 1.8-kA, 16.5-MeV Axis-II LIA creates up to
four radiography pulses by kicking them out of a longer
pulse that has a 1.6-s flattop (Fig. 1). Both accelerators
produce radiographic source spots with full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) < 1 mm.
The long-pulse Axis-II LIA, the beam it produces and
accelerates, simulations, and diagnostics are described in
Ref. [1- 3]. The kicker and downstream transport (DST)
to the bremsstrahlung converter are described in Ref. [4].
Figure 1 shows the long pulse accelerated by the Axis-II
LIA and the shorter kicked pulses for one of many
possible kicker formats.
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Figure 1: Overlay of current at LIA exit (black) and after
the kicker (red) showing the long accelerated-current
pulse and four kicked-current pulses.
High-frequency beam motion, with period less than a
kicked pulsewidth, would increase the radiographic
source spot size, which is integrated over the pulsewidth.
Low frequency beam motion, with a period greater
than the kicked pulse FWHM, would result in
displacement of successive radiographic source spots, and
in possible distortion of the later spots from asymmetric
target erosion.
Therefore, we make an effort to minimize both highand low- frequency motion in our LIA.

High-Frequency Motion – BBU
BBU frequencies in this LIA range from ~120-MHz up
to ~600-MHz. We suppress BBU by incorporating ferrite
tiles in the cells to damp the modes, and by using strong
focusing fields [3, 6]. The remaining BBU measured with
the beam position monitor (BPM) at the accelerator exit is
less than 2% of the beam radius (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: BPM measurement of BBU motion at
accelerator exit, which is < 2% of .the ~5-mm beam
radius calculated by our envelope codes.
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The Dual Axis Radiography for Hydrodynamic Testing
(DARHT) Facility at Los Alamos uses two linear
induction accelerators (LIAs) for flash radiography of
explosively driven experiments from orthogonal
viewpoints. The DARHT Axis-II long-pulse 1.8-kA,
16.5-MeV LIA is unique. It has a beam pulse with a 1.6s current flattop during which the kinetic energy varies
by less than 2%. During this flattop, a kicker cleaves
out four short micro-pulses, which are focused onto a
high-Z target and converted to bremsstrahlung for multipulse flash radiography of the experiments.
Asymmetric injection of the beam into the solenoidal
focusing field, small temporal variations in accelerating
potentials, and slight cell misalignments combine to cause
the beam position to wander during the flattop. This is
undesirable for radiography. The slow beam motion in the
LIA causes a displacement of the four radiographic source
spots. Moreover, since the specific energy deposition
from each micro-pulse is sufficient to vaporize target
material, succeeding pulses impact an asymmetric object
causing a distortion of the source spot. Therefore, we
have spent some effort to tune out the beam motion at the
exit of the LIA.
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Low-Frequeency Motion – Ion Hose Instability
Figure 2 alsso shows evid
dence of low-ffrequency, ~177MHz motion with
w about the same amplituude as the BBU
U.
This is in the frequency ran
nge of the ion--hose instabilitty
in low pressuure air [3]. Even
E
though our
o backgrounnd
pressure is leess than 1.0E-7 Torr, theoryy and previouus
experiments im
mply that we should still haave some slighht
residual instabbility [3]. Likee the BBU, it is
i suppressed to
t
less than 2% of
o the beam raadius by the sttrong solenoidaal
focusing field..

m energy variattion causes thee beam at the exit
e to
this beam
sweep aroound a ~3.5-m
mm radius heliix during the flattop
f
time winddow (Fig.4). This
T uncorrecteed sweep is shoown in
Fig. 7.

Low-Frequeency Motion – Beam Sweeep
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Beam mottion during the flattop was
w
originallly
dominated by an energy dep
pendent sweepp, with > 5 mm
m
t LIA exit. The
T source of this sweep waas
amplitude at the
an initially larrge helical trajeectory throughh the acceleratoor
(Fig. 3) caused by asymmettric beam injecction due to thhe
ode [5].
folded current path in the dio

A exit
Figure 4: Beam kineticc energy measuured at the LIA
during thee flattop (Fig. 1).

Figure 3: Siimulation of uncorrected beam centroiid
position in x (Cx in red) and y (Cy in
i green). Thhe
solenoidal foccussing field sttrength on axiss is also show
wn
in green, as aree the acceleratiing potentials in
i blue.
The gyro-raadius and phasse of the heliccal trajectory at
a
any point in the LIA depen
nd on the beaam energy. Foor
constant accellerating potenttials, the beam
m position at thhe
exit would be
b fixed. How
wever, the acccelerating cell
potentials actuually vary in time, resultinng in the finaal
energy variation shown in Fig.
F 4. This caauses the beam
m
position to waander around the
t flux tube enclosed
e
by thhe
helix. Figure 5 shows sim
mulations of how
h
the beam
m
position at thhe LIA exit varies
v
as a function
f
of thhe
accelerating pootential variation.
We reducee the sweep by first corrrecting for thhe
asymmetric injection
i
using
g dipole corrrectors in thhe
injector cells (Fig.
(
6). Howeever, even afterr correcting thiis
initial offset, thhe beam is defflected into a helical
h
trajectorry
by the dipoles resulting fro
om small cell misalignmentss.
Again, beam energy
e
variatio
on causes motiion of the beam
m
position at thee LIA exit as in
n Fig. 5, albeit about a smalleer
helix. This is the “corkscrew
w” motion obbserved in otheer
LIAs, and it can be sign
nificantly reduuced by usinng
corrector dipolles in a proced
dure called a “tuuning V” [7,8].
With only minor correection for thhe asymmetriic
injection, and no tuning V corrections forr misalignmennt,

Figure 5:
5 Simulation of beam poosition at LIA
A exit
resulting from coherentt % variation of
o the accelerator cell
potentialss. If the cell pootentials vary with time, thee beam
position moves
m
around the
t flux tube as shown.

Figure 6:: For this simuulation initial large helical motion
m
resulting from asymmeetric injection has been corrrected
using dippoles in the six injector cells. The residual helical
h
motion iss the result of cell
c misalignmeents.
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Accurate centering of the beam out of the injector as
shown in Fig. 6, along with applications of the tuning V
procedure at two locations, significantly reduced the
sweep (Fig. 8). Using the diagonal of the bounding
rectangle as a measure of sweep, we reduced this to ~1.2
mm during the 1.4-s window of the energy variation
shown in Fig. 4. This is a significant reduction of the
uncorrected value of more than 5 mm (Fig. 7).
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displacement of the radiographic source spots at the final
focus is expected to be less than 25% of the source spot
FWHM.

CONCLUSIONS
We have suppressed beam motion in the Axis-II LIA to
amplitudes small enough to have little effect on
radiographic performance. The solenoidal magnetic
focusing field was strong enough to suppress the BBU
and ion-hose instabilities to less ~2% of the beam radius.
Low-frequency beam sweep was reduced to less than 1/3
of the beam radius during the radiographic pulse train, so
the resulting displacement of source spots should be less
than 50% of the spot FWHM. Future efforts to further
reduce the sweep will include varying the timing of the
cell pulsed power to minimize the kinetic energy
variation, which is one source of the problem.

Figure 7: Motion of beam caused by the ~2.5% energy
variation shown in Fig. 4. The ~120 degree sweep is close
to simulation predictions (Fig. 5).

Figure 8: Reduction of sweep by centering the beam out
of the injector and using the “tuning V” procedure [7,8].
(Compare with Fig. 7.)
Including the first pulse, which is slightly ahead of the
flattop (Fig. 1), the sweep is ~1.6 mm at the times of the
four radiographs. Since this is ~32% of the ~5-mm
predicted radius at that location, the first-to-last
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